Protect Cash and Reduce Costs
in Shared Services
Accounts Payable teams everywhere are under
pressure to keep invoice processing costs low
while preventing risks to their working capital
from entering their cashflow.
We have seen major changes in the way invoices
are received and processed, and in the types of risks
occurring, making now the time for additional controls
that protect your vendor spend.
Protecting Cash
Systems and processes change, and steps taken to
prevent supply chain interruption introduce new ways
for invoice exceptions to evade your existing controls.
Little wonder, they were designed for 2020 BC – Before
Covid.
In certain sectors, external threats of fraud and
decreasing DSO have led to further pressure on AP to
protect working capital. Accelerated by the pandemic,
the amount of risk you are exposed to has increased,
and traditional controls have become out-dated.
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www.fiscaltec.com

Reducing Costs
Early detection of risks removes them from processing
– saving time and money. AP teams don’t need to
process an invoice only to find out later that it shouldn’t
have been paid.
Furthermore, identifying the source of repeated
inquiries and rework leads to significant cost saving
through process improvements. Our solution enables
AP teams to achieve best-in-class performance and
best-practice compliance without a major system or
process overhaul.
Designed for Shared Service Centers
We work with dozens of Shared Service Centers in
the commercial and public sectors. With 17 years of
experience in this area, our customers have told us
what they require, and we have built it. Our customers
are preventing tens of millions of dollars in invoice
payment leakage per annum.
Our SaaS-based solution fits around your existing AP
processing, augmenting your team with risk intelligence
garnered from forensic-level, AI-enhanced vendor and
transaction analysis.

KEY BENEFITS:
•

Payback within 2-3 months

•

5x to 10x ROI

•

Productivity improvements

•

Minimal disruption

•

Continuous risk protection

•

Errors and exceptions found
before payment

•

Every transaction and vendor
analysed

•

Combined forensic and
AI-powered analysis

•

Find and remove
processing inefficiencies

•

Designed for the scale and
velocity of Shared Service
Centers
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